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shoes section of the first year of re engraved, has been much Sneaker attention. 

and talking about classic colors, Bred". 

Jordan 1 Low Air with black and red color, choose to design low, effect on the feet is bang bang drops! 

AIR JORDAN 1 LOW OG

color: Red / Black / white 

number: 705329-601

offer price: $130 

perhaps the God Kobe will, Zoom Kobe series from the beginning in the pursuit of a more flexible ankle protection, from the use of
2K series of Huarache technology is the Nike for this type of flexible back to create a double both the protection and the flexibility of
the original shoes. By the end of the year, the Zoom Kobe series had almost become a middle class basketball shoe, or even a low
pair of basketball shoes, which caused Kobe's ankle injury last season. It's important for Kobe to be able to release his ankle with all
the injuries. Based on these requirements, this season (of course, is likely not the season) Kobe's new Zoom Kobe VII signature
shoes made of Pro-Combat technology, a new technology like ankle strap, this technique is the starting point without sacrificing
flexibility, protects the wearer to maximize the ankle. Of course, how specific effect to shoes on the feet to know, to the convenient
thought, at least progress than last season, the best is an enhanced version of the McDavid. 
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